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Audient Mico
Curious name — how do you pronounce it? As in ‘microphone’ or as in ‘pico’? Perhaps the
confusion is deliberate, alluding to the diminutive nature of this two-channel microphone
preamplifier from the Dearden and Davies design team at Audient.
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ico has clearly been designed as either
on a desktop. Visually, it sports the same styling as
a desktop-bound or a portable solution
the ASP008 and Sumo in the Audient range, which
for recording, although you can strap
is to say predominantly silver with a scattering of
a pair of them together in a rackmount
square, illuminated pushbuttons. It’s clearly laid out
kit if desired. Based on the same discrete Class A
with enough space between controls that even the
design preamp employed in the company’s ASP008
largest fingers shouldn’t have trouble. The only slight
8-channel mic preamplifier and ASP8024 recording
negative here is the use of dark grey for the front
console, at first this might seem like an exercise in
panel legending — against a silver background this
repackaging the same designs in a slightly different
can be hard to read in some lighting conditions unless
form factor. But dig a little deeper and there are some
you’re looking at the unit absolutely straight on.
interesting little twists to the equation.
The rear panel gives microphone (XLR) and line
Actually, despite the name, it’s quite a hefty little
level inputs (TRS) on Neutrik Combo connectors, and
box, weighing in at 2.5kg minus the external power
analogue outputs on XLR. Inputs and outputs are
supply. But it’s small enough to slip easily into a bag
electronically balanced. Mico also comes as standard
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for location work, or to not take up too much room
with a built in A-DC, with digital outputs available as
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an AES3 channel pair on XLR and as SPDIF format on
phono and optical Toslink. The A-DC can be internally
clocked at 44.1, 48 or 96kHz, or can be externally
clocked via a Word clock input on BNC. A bank of
DIP switches on the rear panel sets the sample rate,
internal or external clock source and termination for
the latter — easy enough to access if the unit is being
used standalone, but slightly irritating if you do have
it permanently racked.
Each of the two input channels share the same
core feature set. Gain is continuously variable from
+6 to +66dB, or -4 to 56dB if the -10dB pad is
selected. Phantom power and a polarity reverse are
also available via dedicated illuminated pushbuttons,
and a 12dB/octave high pass filter can be engaged
with three different choices of roll-off frequency
(40, 80 or 120Hz) selected by engaging different
combinations of two pushbuttons. Metering is crude
but effective — four LEDs indicate signal at -36, -12,
-6 and 0dBFS referenced to the A-DC input, with
0dBFS equating to +18dBu.
At this stage, each of the channels diverge
somewhat in terms of features. Channel 1 sports
a high impedance input on the front panel for DI
purposes, and also features the HMX variable harmonic
distortion circuit introduced on Audient’s Black Series.
So as not to feel left out (and to balance the front
panel layout), Channel 2 has an additional pot marked
‘variphase’. This allows a continuously variable phase
shift of between 0 and 180 degrees to be introduced to
the signal courtesy of an all-pass filter.
Claims that the front-end design is the same as that
employed in the ASP008 and ASP8024 are borne
out in use, as the Mico sounds near identical to the
ASP008. It’s a balanced sound, erring slightly on the
softer side when compared to Focusrite designs for
example, but not lacking anything in low punch or
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transient detail. And although the gain control seems
a little more progressive at the top end of its reach
when compared to those on my ASP8024 consoles,
there’s still the feeling that there’s just a little bit of a
struggle for absolute headroom when cranking the
gain really high on low output microphones. It’s not
that you ever really run out of headroom, just that
you feel that it’s a bit close sometimes.
Playing with the HMX control again held few
surprises, as I’d heard it previously on the Black
Series preamp. If anything, it’s effect seems a little
more noticeable here as the Mico preamp seems a
little less dark sounding than the Black Series to begin
with. It’s a subtle control, and you hear it most clearly
in the mid-range presence band on vocals or guitars
— there’s a little more graininess to the sound as it’s
dialled in, but this tends to soften, rather than harden
the overall timbre.
But perhaps my favourite feature was the VariPhase
control. With two SM57s slung over and under a
snare drum, your usual option is to flip the polarity
of one of them and then hope for the best. If things
aren’t quite right you can move one or the other
around, but this is often a compromise here in terms
of spill (It also means you might have to talk to the
drummer. Ed). Having the option of any degree of
phase shift on one of the microphones helps out here,
enabling you to really zero in on the resonances that
you want to reinforce, or indeed those you want to
cancel. It still involves quite a bit of trial and error, but
it’s a nice option to have.
It’s a similar case when using the DI input in
combination with a microphone on a bass cab.
The DI input itself works well — particularly as the
channel with the DI capability also features the HMX
circuit that helps to inject a bit of added grunt to the
sound. Tweaking the VariPhase control here helps to
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solidify the sound when combining the two signals
in a slightly more predictable manner than inserting
a tiny delay.
The Mico (UK£359 +VAT) stands or falls primarily
on the quality of its preamps, which are extremely
competent if not quite in the ‘boutique’ league. But
it’s the inclusion of these added extras, coupled with
a high quality A-DC as standard that really make it
more than just competent, but really a rather useful
little box. n

PROS

HMX and VariPhase features useful
rather than gimmicky; A-DC as
standard; high quality, neutral
sounding preamplifiers.

CONS

Front panel legending a little difficult
to read at times; feels like it could use
a little more headroom at times; Word
clock settings difficult to access if
racked.

EXTRAS

Following on from the Black Series,
Audient has released the BR4 as a
smaller, portable version of the units.
The BR4 has an integrated power supply
and space for 4 modules from the range,
including the analogue Pre, Comp and
EQ modules and the A-DC and Time
Machine modules. Features like HMX
harmonic control, Glo, Overtone and
Overcomp are therefore now available in
a much smaller package.

Contact
audient, uk:
Website: www.audient.com
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